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Abstract only the desired chromatic terms.
Although the second order optical aberrations are exactly

The SLC final focus system is designed to have an overall cancelled, the bandwidth of the system is still limited by third

demagnification of 30:1, with a 13at the interaction point ([3") (optical) order aberrations. Brown[1 ] showed that the dominant
of 5 mm, and an energy band pass of-0.4%. Strong sextupole remaining aberration is a high order chromaticity (U1266 and

pairs are used to cancel the large chromaticity which accrues U3466 in the TRANSPORT[3] notation). Using powerful Lie
primarily from the final triplet. Third-order aberrations limit Algebra techniques, it is possible to analyze the individual
the performance of the system, the dominating ierms being aberrations and understand their origins. In this report, an anal-

U1266 and U3466 terms (in the notation of K. Brown). Using ysis of the important aberrations using Lie Algebra tools devel-
Lie Algebra techniques, it is possible to analytically calculate oped in the Mathematical4] language is presented.
the size of these terms, in addition to understanding their ori-

gin. Analytical calculations (using Lie Algebra packages II. LIE ALGEBRA TECHNIQUES.
developed in the Mathematica language) are presented of the Lie Algebra techniques as applied to charged particle optics
bandwidth and minimum spot size as a function of divergence have been extensively covered elsewhere[5,6,7]. Here exten-
at the interaction point (IP). Comparisons of the analytical sive use of Lie Algebra methods developed by Irwin[6] is
results from the Lie Algebra maps and the results from particle made, of which a good review can be found in the thesis by

tracking (TURTLE) are also presented. Roy[7]. Only a brief introduction to the terminology and gen-
eral philosophy of the methods is given here: the reader is

I. INTRODUCTION. referred to the literature for a more detailed description of the

The SLC final focus design consists of two telescopes, each subject.

with point to point focusing (phase advance of n radians), sep- In the following subsections the important Lie Algebra
arated by a 2n radian identity module with a large dispersion tools are introduced which will later be used to analyze the
function which facilitates the second (optical) order chromatic- aberrations. In the following discussions, x' =--3.,:/3s, is used

ity correction using strong sextupoles: figure 1 shows the rather than the conjugate momentum Px, as this is more in
optics. The chromatic correction scheme and overall telescopic keeping with the traditional matrix theory of Brown[2].

_,_'- r _,=J,_J r--J-r"4_r-a"v'"_'-_,-J-_-_, L A. Hamiltonians.

6ooo
•.:4000 200 _" theperturbedHamiltonianfortheelements(magnets)ofcon-
'- cern, and evaluating them at the non-perturbed, linear phase

2000 200 _ space coordinates at that element; this type of calculation is
"" referred to as an interaction representation.

0 . - - 0 For the present analysis, two elements are of interest:
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Figure 1. Optics functions for the SLC final Focus Sextupole: _.K s (x - 3xy 2) (2)

design are essentially that proposed by Brown[li and is well where KQ and KS are the integrated quadrupole and sextupole
documented in the literature[2]. The predominant source of strength respectively, _ is given by _i/(1+_5), where _5is the
chromaticity is the final triplet, for which the correction fractional momentum deviation frf/Po, and x and v are the

scheme consists of two -I pairs of sextupoles placed in such a local linear phase space coordinates. The Hamiltonians given
position that the dispersion function is symmetric: such an in (2) and (3) represent thin lens kicks. To include the effects of
arrangement exactly cancels the unwanted geometrics, leaving thick (lumped) elements, it is necessary to integrate the ttamil-

tonian over the length (L) of the magnet:
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L/2 expressed in the linear phase space coordinates at the lP. Each

= f H,hin(x(s),y(s))ds (3) monomial in H T represents a unique aberration, the effect ofHthick (Xc, X'c, Yc, Y' c)
J which can be approximated independently by taking the first

-t./: PB term in (8):
where (xc, x' c, Yc, Y'c,) represent the coordinates at the center of

3tt 1.
the magnet, x(s) and y(s) are given by the linear optics of the Ax = [-Hz-, xl = (9)element[5]. Ox'

Equation 9 can be used to estimate the effect of each individual
13. Poisson Brackets monomial in the Hamiltonian on the lP spot size. lt is impor-

tant to note, however, that when making an exact third- (opti-
At the heart of the Lie Algebra approach is the Poisson cal) order calculation, it is important to also include the second

Bracket (PB). The PB of any two functions of phase space f PB term in (8), as this will contribute to third-order terms in the

and g is given by map.

if, g] _ Of Og Of Og (4)ax_x' - ax' Ox III. Mathematica TOOLS.

Hamilton's equations of motion can be represented using Mathematica[4] is a powerful language for doing symbolic
PB as computations. Since the Lie Algebra techniques presented in

the previous section involve the manipulation of polynomials,
Ox
Ot = [-H, x] Mathematica is ideally suited to the task. Several Mathematica

(5) packages have been developed to enable Lie Algebra analysis
0.._r'= I-H, x'] of beamlines, collectively referred to as LAMA (Lie Algebra
Ot Mathamatica Analysis) packages: they are

where 1t is the Hamiltonian. LAMA'TransportDefinition'.
One important property of poisson brackets is that they A package containing a framework for the definition of rnag-

remain invariant under a symplectic transfomaation; this prop- netic elements and beamlines, together with tools for manipu-
erty allows the transformation oi" the local coordinates in the lating and modifying them.
Hamiltonians to any point in the lattice using the linear Green's
functions (R matrix elements). In the beam optics calculations LAMA'LinearOptics"
that follow, use is made of the invariance property to transform A package for doing simply linear optics, such as calculation
ali the coordinates to the interaction point (lP) of the final of tables of R matrices for a given beamline.

focus. LA MA "PoissonB racket ".

Implements PB of predefined phase space coordinates.
C. Beam line Representation: CBH theorem.

LAMA "Hamiltonian Optics'.

If H i represent the Hamiltonians for the magnetic elements Contains ali the definitions of the Hamiltonians for known
in the beam line, then the line can be represented in the expo- magnetic elements, and performs thick lens integration (equa-

tion 3). Also contains definitions for Lie algebra tools and sev-nential Lie notation as
eral high level analysis tools and manipulation tools for

: -H_: '-H2: "-H_' '-Ht,,:
e e e ...e (6) polynomials.

where the H i are placed in the order they appear in the beam- LAMA'ExpectationValue'.
line. The total effective Hamiltonian for the system can be cal- A package for calculating high order moments, and expanding
culated using the Cambell-Baker-Hausdorf (CBH) theorem: them in terms of second order moments of given distributions.

N 1 _' i

14r = _., H,--_ _" _., [/tj, H_] + ... (7) Since Mathematica is a symbolic language, parameters such as• magnet strengths can be left as symbols to allow fitting.
i=1 i=1)=1

Each PB term in (7) represents higher and higher orders in the IV. RESULTS OF SLC FINAL FOCUS

Hamiltonian. In the work reported here, the tl i are the third- ANALYSIS.
order Hamiltonians given in (1) and (2), so the first PB in the . . . .
CBH theorem generates fourth order terms; this is sufficient for Figure 2 shows a curve of O.x and (_ y as a funcuon of hn-

ear beam divergence at the IP (0). The solid curve is the result
the analysis of the SLC final focus.

In the exponentiated form, the Hamiltonian becomes a gen- of a symbolic third (optical) order map generated using the
erator for a map: Mathematica Lie Algebra tools (essentially equations 7 and 8),

while the dots represent the results of TURTLE[8] simulations:
: -Ht: 1

X "--+e x = x + [-H T, x] +_ [-HT, [-H T, x]] +... (8) the analytical results generated by Mathematica are in goodagreement with the _inulafions, lt is important to emphasize

For the analysis of the final focus, HT is a polynomiat the difference between simulation and symbolic calculations"
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Figure 2. Vertical lP spot siT,e as a function of divergence for various _su
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the Mathemarica results are analytical (symbolic) formulae of Q_QF{}
Sl "SX121

@ * r,.,* r_e Q[')1

tlm from ,a y = o y(Ex,q,u x,U ySrms), and can be manipulated o_ot
accordingly. Qro, ,,

Table 1 gives the results of a term by term analysis of the ,x3
total Hamiltonian with respect to the vertical IP spot size (o'v). Figure 3. Coeflicient ofy'2_ 2 monomial (arb. unit.,;)in the interaction

Table 1. Most significant aberrations to O*y in order of polynomial [tl,,Hfl for the CCS and linal telescolm magnets.
contribution.
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